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When banished Princess Maia is captured by her father and threatened with execution, it appears

that all is lost...until the people rise in rebellion against their king. Suddenly, the cast-aside royal

finds herself crowned the first Queen of Comoros. But enemies appear on all sides as her father's

conniving supporters assemble a new army against the fledgling ruler. While Maia struggles to keep

the peace within her own walls, she rushes to form historical alliances with her neighboring

kingdoms against an impending invasion of the ruthless Naestors - led by the cruel Corriveaux -

who will destroy anyone Maia loves in order to ruin her kingdom and prevent the mastons from

regaining power. Realizing that Muirwood Abbey is once again her only hope for survival, Maia

gathers her people there for protection. When she discovers an adversary greater than she's ever

known, she must use all the magic, strength, and wisdom gained from her life's trials to prevent the

Void that would bring destruction to herself, her true love, and the entire kingdom.
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To be honest, I have been very pleased with Jeff Wheeler and his stories. I came across his work

by chance. I was looking for something new because other authors were between books at the time.

What a great find for me! I truly look forward to his next book or series.The Muirwood series was

written well and really brought the story to the conclusion that it deserved. Throughout the series, I

found myself invested into the characters. Really connecting with the story. When that happens for

me, I know that I have found something worth reading.Mr. Wheeler, if you happen to read this,



please continue to do the work you do. Thank you.

Jeff Wheeler is a gifted & inspired author. Although each of the Muirwood books are historical,

fantasy fiction, I recognize much of the wisdom written by the Aldermastons and mastons in their

tomes as coming from Jewish and Christian teachings. In this book, particularly, I notices several

nearly word for word quotes from the psalms, proverbs and book of wisdom. The story is gripping,

only few dull moments, when I was anxious to get past the required narrative to find out what

happened to the character. Maia is an inspiration, not only to her people, but also as an example of

how each of us should treat others. Collier represents to me a person who although unenlightened,

power hungry and overly ambitious, willing to do whatever is necessary to get what he wants, is

able to recognize the error of his ways, develop the excellent parts of his character while changing

the others, becoming a better person an ruler in the process. With age comes wisdom, I guess. Mia

is an excellent role model for all girls and women. Although there is violence, it is not overly graphic.

As for sexual content, there is true love and attraction, among several of the characters, without

involving graphic sex, just the rightful allusion of it as a natural course of marriage. Entertaining,

morally upright tale! Way to go, Jeff!!! I am now going to search for another of your series to read.

This is the conclusion of the Muirwood trilogy. Mia has to fulfill her destiny by opening the apse veil.

Her problems don't end there. She now has to deal with the evil Victus who use the Kytrels to

control the medium. She must put her total faith in the medium and trust unusual allies. This is a

much better book than #2 of this trilogy and worth the read. It reads like it was not meant to be

published - it feels rough, The relationship between Collier and her does not make any sense. When

did they build this love? More time should have been spent on character building - the people are

either good or bad no in between or shades of grey. The story is good but could be better

I appreciate the author's writing style. The story is fast paced and holds one"s interest. This is a PG

rated book, and I definitely appreciate not having to quit reading it because of racy sexual situations.

My thanks to the author. Its a book I wouldn't hesitate to give to my granddaughter to read.

Great trilogy. I absolutely loved the final book and it's ending. Although a Disney ending I

appreciated it with so much violence in the world today.If you want to know more about eternal

marriages or how the asp veil is used you can go to "Mormon.org" not trying to push anything on

anyone but if you are LDS I'm sure you appreciated all of the symbolism and the use of Abbies,



(Temples) throughout the book. I hope everyone felt the medium,(Holy Ghost) as they read and it

touched their heart in some way. Would recommend to readers of all ages and religious beliefs.

Jeff Wheeler is hands down one of the best fantasy authors out there right now. I put him right up

there with my absolute favorites. That's of course one of the reasons why I keep buying his books

before they even come out. It's rare to find a writer whose ability you trust enough to know without

worry or doubt that you will enjoy enough to purchase them before you even see what it's about. I

have done that with this author, and I have not been disappointed.For readers who aren't familiar

with the writer or the series, this is the last book in a second Muirwood series and brings some of

the original characters back into play in a new plot and timeline. The Muirwood books, maybe more

than any of Wheeler's other books (for me anyway), bring together a blend of spirituality and magic

that I just adore. This second series blended some of the more recent style of writing and

incorporated it into the feel of the original books, which allowed it to have its own unique tone and

plot while still bringing in the best aspects of the original series.What I absolutely loved about The

Void of Muirwood is what I'm coming to love about all of Wheeler's series final books, which is his

unique ability to wrap up all the loose ends and every tiny sub-plot thread that may have been

hanging. I love that nothing is unimportant. Every facet gets the attention it deserves, and this gives

the book a richness and depth that only the best writers achieve. If you love falling into a book and

having to stay up until 4:00 in the morning the next day to read the whole thing, this is a winner.

There's tons of action and tension in this book, lots of twist and turns, and plenty of subterfuge. If I

had to be at all critical (and it's tough, but I like to find at least a little something), it's that there was

so much conflict I actually started to feel upset for the characters having to go through it all. As if

some of the bad guys were doing things for the mere sake of being jerks rather than to only follow

their agenda. That being said, so much conflict also makes for excellent and realistic "bad guys" and

some good surprises. I hate when I can predict everything that will happen, so I enjoy when I can be

surprised.So this book gets a solid 5 stars from me. I would (and have) recommend it to friends who

like this style, and will definitely continue to read everything Wheeler writes. It was bittersweet to see

the end of another Muirwood series, since they are my favorite of all his stories, but hopefully if I

follow him long enough he'll write more of them.

Read the first book in this series and intended to leave it at that -- but I didn't (grin). I really

appreciated the fact Wheeler's characters were developed without the use of swear words and sex.

How refreshing! (PS. Loved Collier Feint)
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